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SKEWED SEX RA'flO IN AN ESTUARINE LOBSTER (HOMARUS AMERICANUS) POPULATION
HUNTTTNG HO~'ELL, WINSOR H. WATSON, III ANO
STEVEN H. J URY
\ \ 1•

D epar1111en1

o.f Zoology and

Center .for Mari11e Biology

Unii·ersity of· Ne~1· Hc1111pshire
Durha11 1. NeH' Ha111pshire 03824
A BS TRA CT A tot:il of 19.485 lobsters were caught at eight 'i tes in the estuari ne and coastal waters of New Hainpshire frorn 1989
10 1992. and thei r size and sex were determmed . The sex ratio of lobsters caught farthest from the coast. in Great Bay. wa~ heavily
skewed in favor in ma les. Sex ratios in other estuarine and river sites were also skewed toward ma les. anc.I 1here w3!> a tendency for
the number of 1nales per female to decline as o ne moved c.lown the estuary toward the coast. where the sex ratio was nearly I : I. The
sing le offshore site was dominated by female~. wi th about 0.6 males for t'ach female. There were also seasonal trends in the sex ratios
in the upper estuarine i.1 Lc'. whe re the number of males per fe1na le tended to decline from sumJ11er through au1u11111. In general.
differences in 1he >ex ratio;. between si tes were those of primari ly ;1duh lobslers larger than 80 111111 caTapace lengLh (C L). At all si tes.
Lhe sex ratio of lobsters smaller than this size was close to I: I. whereas in Lhe upper e~tuary L11e mean sex ratio of lobsters greater than
SO mm C L was more 1hnn 1-1: I. The;,e darn. in conj uncti on wi th seasonal variations of sex ratios. suggest that differential movements
of aduh male and fe1nale lo b!)ter' is the primary cause of skewed sex rati os in the Great Bay Estuary.
KE Y l·VORDS:

E!>tuary. lobster. Ho111ar11< omerica1111s. :,ex rati o
rNTROOUCTlON

The A1nerican lobster. Ho111an.1s c1111ericc11111s (!Vli lne-Edwards).
is broadly d isLributed in rhe \vestern north Atlan tic fro n1 Labrador
to North Carolina (Sq uires 1990). \.Yithin this ra nge. the species
supports irnportan t comn1ercial and recreational fisheries, pan icu
larly in New England and the Canadian MariLin1e provinces. Be
cause of their co1nn1ercial in1ponance. lobste rs have received a
considerable a1nount of anent.ion fron1 the scientific comn1un i1y
(see rev iev1s by Cobb and Phillips I 980a. Cobbs and Phillips
l 980b, Factor 1995). Not surprising ly, lllOSt or ihese stud ies have
focused on coasta l and off-shore populations v1here lobsters are
111ost abundan t.
Although lobsters are considered to be stenohaline. and gener
ally li1nited to inarine (2:25 ppt salini ty) habitats {Dall 1970). there
are s111a1Jer exploited popul ations fou nd in estua rine habitats
(Thon1as 1968, Tho1nas and \.Vhi te 1969, Mu nro and Therriault
1983, Reynolds and Casterlin 1985. Yetrovs 1990). The physi
ological ecology and population structure of these lobsters is
poorly understood. In recent years. \Ve have been stud ying one
such population located in the Great Bay Estua ry of New Han1p
shire, USA (Jury et al. J 994a, Jury J 994b. Jury et al. J 995. Crossin
et al. 1998. Wa tson el al. 1999). T his systern , located in the south
easten1 portion of ihe state. is characterized by extensive n1 udtla1s
separated by deep ( I0-20 m) channels, strong Lidal 1nixing and
fl ushing. and niarked seasonal changes in ternperature and salini ty.
Monthly mean Le n1perarures can vary fron1 O- I 8°C al the coast,
and fron1 0-25°C in the upper estuary (Loder et al. 1983). The
systen1 receives freshwater fron1 seven rivers that drai n an area of
approxiJnare ly 2400 kn1 2 . Sa]jnities in the upper esruary 111ay drop
to 10-15 ppt in tJ1e spring. as freshers associated with snow and ice
melt, and heavy ra ins enter the systen1. At Lhe coastal terminus.
average salinities are 111uch niore stable. typicaUy rangi ng fro1n
30-33 ppt (Loder et al. 1983).
An1ong the data we have gathe red is inforn1ation on sex ratio
by locaLion, season. and si.ze class. The ex ratio of 1nany geo
graphically separate An1erican lobster populations has been re
ported. Although niost coastal lobsters populations tha t have been
exainioed approxi1nate the expected I : I ratio (Cooper I970, Stew

art 1972. Krouse 1973. Cooper et al. 1975. Pecci et al. 1978). there
are severa l instances where skewed ratios have been observed.
These include repons of populations with n1ore males than fen1ales
(Briggs and Jvl ushacke 1979. Munro and Therriault 1983. Ka.m of
sky e t al. 1989), as well as reports of populations \vith 111ore fe
n1ales than 1nales (Skud and Perki ns 1969. Estrella and McKiernan
1989). Explanations for these ske\ved sex ratio have included
differe ntial catchab il ity (Krouse and Thoinas 1975. Fogarty and
Borden 1980. IVliller 1990, Tren1blay and Eagles 1997). segrega
tion of the sexes by depth (Skud and Perk.ins l 969, Briggs and
Mushacke I979). differences in 1nigratory behavior (Mu11ro and
Therriault 1983). physiological and behavio ral d i fference~ be
C\veen the sexes (Jury et al. 1994a, Jury et al. I 994b), and fisheries
regulations that protect so1ne fen1ales (EstTella and J\'1.cKiernan
I989). In this paper, \Ve repon consistent spatial differe nces in
lobster sex ratio wi thin a Nevi England estuary. and differences in
sex ratio betv1een size c lasses of lobste rs found in upper estuari ne
areas.
MAT E R IA LS AND lVLET H ODS

The Great Bay estuarine systen1 lies in the southeastern corner
of New Han1pshire, USA. it receives fresll\vater fron1 seven rivers.
\vhich n1i xes with saltwater eniering fro111 the \Veste111 Gulf of
J\1aine. Lobsters \Vere ~a n1p led at eight sites in the estuarine and
coastal v1a1ers from 1989 co 1992 (Fig. I). These spanned a dis
tance (by water) of approxi.n1ately 37 kn1, ranging fron1 Great Bay
proper. which is abou t 26 kn1 inland. to the Isles or Shoals, wh.ich
lie I I kin offshore. The eight sites fall into three broader spatial
categories, \Vhich \Ve ha ve arbitrarily designated as ··estuarine''
(Great Bay. Little Bay. Bellan1y River). "ri verine'' (upper. n1id-.
and lower Piscataqua Ri ver). and "coastal" (Coast, Is les of Shoals).
Along this line of sites, physical and chen1ical characteristics vary
fron1 Lhose of a typical e\v England estuary (greatl y tluctuating
ten1 perature and sali nity. strong tida l 1nixing, soft substrate) co
those of a typical Ne\v England coast (relati vely stable 1e1nperature
and salinity. less tidal cu1Ten1. and harder substrates of cobble and
rock).
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Figure I. Location of the stud) ~i t e~ "ithin the estuarine and coastal \later~ of Ne" Han1pshire. GB (Great Ba) ). LB ( Lill le Ba)), BR 1 Bell ain~
Rh er). l PR (U pper Piscataqua Ri, er). '\IPR (~ liddle Piscataqua River ), LPH ( Lo\\ er Piscataqua Rh er l. CST (Coast ), S HL !Shoals).

All lobste r~ \Ve re caught in trap~ baited \Vith he1Ting and tended
t1vn to th ree tin1es per week. MoM \vcrc caught in our O\vn traps a~
part ol a larger study on estuarine lobMer~. hut n1any 1vere caught
by con1111erc1al lobstern1en with \1ho111 11c fi,hed, and a smal l
nu111hcr were caught b} the e'' I lamp,hire Department of Fish
and Ganie All trap' from \\h1ch \\e collected data ''ere made of
11n} I ·coated "ire. equipped "1th one or t11 o e-,cape 'encs (I 7/8 ..
H x 6" \V). and had either a '1ngle (re,carch traps) or double parlor
(co1nn1crc1al traps). Although \11nter 'an1phng 11as li1ni1ed becau'e
o f upper e~tu arine ice cover and gcnc1 al lac I.. of con1n1ercial fi \ h
rng actr1 1ty. \Ve were able 10 \a111pll! all \llC' adequa tely during the
'p11ng (April- June). ~u n1 n1er (Jul y Scptcn1bcr). and autumn (Oc
lobe1 Dcccn1ber) in n1ost yea r' AII l ob,tc r~ had their carapace

length (CL) and abdon1en \vidth n1ca,ured to the nearest n1illin1e
ter. all were n1olt-staged u ~ i ng external shell criteria and/or pleo
pod' (Aiken 1973. Aike n 1980). and all 1ve re ~exed by examining
the fir~t pair of pleopod' 1Te mple111an 19-1-1 ). Most were aho
tagged. before re lease. 'vith numbered modified ~ph} rion tag'
<Scarratt 1970). because 111 another pan of the study. \\ C \\'ere
e\am1n1nc 1110,ement and gro\\th (\\latson et al. 111 pres).
At each 'tud) site. except the hoal,. both ten1pera1ure and
\ahn11v
, <YSI f\1eter Model 33) \\'ere 1nea,ured at the surface each
ti1111: our traps '"ere hauled. In 199 1. data were collected from
~ urfacc and b011on1 wa ter~. There \Va~ always <2°C and 2 ppt
d1 ITcrencc between surface and bouorn values because of extensive
vertical n1ixi11g (Loder et al. 1983).
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Figure 2. J\'l ean (:tSE) monthly tcn1pcratures (°C) and salinities (ppt) at the Great Bay and Coastal sites front 1989 to 1992.

The nulI hypothesis of equal 11u1nbers of 1nales and fe111ales
was. in all cases, tested using chi square analysis. Comparisons of
sex ratio between sites. and bet1vee11 seasons within sites. were
done using one-way analysis of varia nce (ANOVA) fol lowed by
Tukey·s pos1erior test. Mann-Whitney U test&\vere used to co111
pare the sizes of n1ales and fen1ales at each s ite within each year.
T he alpha level for all sta tistics \vas 0.05.
RESULTS

Mean monthly te1nperature and salinity, fro1n 1989 to l 992, at
two of our sites is depicted in Fig. 2. Jn the upper estuary (Great
Bay site. GB), n1ean 1no11lhly te1n peratures were 3- 7°C wam1er
than the Coastal (CST) site fro1n April through October tFig. 2a).
Mean salinity in Grea t Bay was highest in late sununer {approx. 27
ppt), and lowest (approx. 16 ppt) in 1he spring when fres hwater
input was 1nore abu ndant because of heavy rai ns and snown1el1. Al
the Coastal site, the salinity was re latively constant throughout the
year (Fig. 2b). As expected, both iemperatures and salinities at the
sites that occur between Great Bay and the Coast are intem1edi.ate

to those dep icted. Allhough con1plete te1nperature and salinity
record~ are nol available fro1n the Isles of Shoals. the small amount
of data available indicates rhis site is very sin1ilar to the Coastal
site. located approx in1ately I I kn1 aw:.iy.
Observed mean sex ratios, from 1989 10 1992, at each of the
sa111pli11g sites are given in Table l. Although there was son1e
interannual variation at each site. in each of the estuarine sites
(G reat Bay, Little Bay, Bellan1y Ri ver). there were significantly
1nore 1nales than fen1ales in every year (p < .05). In the riverine
sites (upper-. mid-. lower Piscataq ua River) and at the Coast. the
nun1bers of n1ales and females were 111ore nearly equal. However.
even at these sites, 1here \Vere significantly 111ore 111ales than fe
1nales in son1e years (U pper Piscataqua River 1991: n1id
Piscataqua Ri ver L989. 1990: lo\ver Piscataqua 199 l : Coasl 1990).
As \Vith the other sites. there are so111e interannual variation in
sex ratio at the Isles of Shoals. bu1 in each year for which data
1>vere available, there were significantly niore fen1al es than 111ales
(p < .05).
When the data frorn all years and seasons were co1nbined. sex
ratio departed significantly fron1 the expected I: I ratio in seven of
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T A BLE I.

:\leao nun1ber of n1ale\ per fen1ale at each sarnplinj! site frorn 1989 to 1992 and in all

)ear~

con1hined.

Year
Site

1989

Grcal Ba)

I\ lean

SE
Tl

I 111le Ba)

I\lean

SE
BcllJrn)

"l\1ean

R

SE

"l\ilean

Upper P1,c. R.

SE

"l\1e:m

l\hddlc P1,l. R.

SE
II

;\lean

Lo\\Cr P1\c R

SE
II

I\ lean

Coa't

6.9'.! *

,- ·6::>
83
1.81
0. 1.5
297
1.32*
0.16
61-1
1.27
0.21
-186
1.-12•
0. 10
1.197
0.89
0 16
278
l.02

SE
II

Mean

Shoal'

SE
II

253
0.6-1*

1990

1991

1992

5.32
0.8(l
13€>
l.!16
0 I2
876
I 12
0 0I
1..118
l.29
0. 19
316
I 28

5.88*
3 28
358

3.03*
053
110
1.68
0 1-1
516
I 56
OJ7
902

() 05

I..'! I0
I 02
0.06
-1!10
I 33
0 2-1
1,2-18

,,,

--

()

2.W

0.39
1.165
2.30*
0.37
1.236
1.39*
O.'.!O
72-1
0 95
016
-189
l.-1-1

0.08
2-1-1
I. 2.'!

0.1-1
463

0. )-J•
_
0.07
1.893

0
093

015
3-12
I II
0.02
28-l
1.00
0.12
777
0.56'
006
1.20 I

All

Yc:1r~

5.29"
0.82
707
1.8.5
0.07
2.85-1
1.63
0.63
4.070
IJI•
0.1)4
1.526
I 1-1 •
() 12
3.238
I 12
0 I.'!
1.286
1.18
0.08
2,-188
0.57
0.03
3.3 16

l\1can ,md 'tandard error "1tl1111 )<'M'" b:l\<!u nn thret: -.ea~ons. !\lean and \l,1nd,1rd error for all )Car>., frorn all )Car' and all ;,easons combined. (111
= numb<:r e:.:uruned: •denote;, a '1gnili.:an1 departure frorn a I: I sex rauo 1<:h1 'quare. p < 0.5).
the eight 'ampling ;,ites CTable I l There "ere \ignificanLI) n1ore
1nale' than females in each of the fi,e upper \Ile\ and at the coa't
(p < .05). anu significanLl} more fen1ale' than male' at the Ii.le;, of
Shoab (p < .05). In the remaining \ Ile (lo,,er Piscataqua Ri \'er)
there were approxin1ately eq ual nun1hcr~ of niales and fen1ales .
U~ing the aggregate data frO lll all ye:tr\ and ~eason s. \Ve fou nd
that the n1ea11 11 u1nber of n1ales per fcn1ale in Great Bay (5.29) \Vas
'ign ifica ntl y higher (p < .00 I l than every other site. Although there
\\'a' a tendency for the number of n1:tl i.:' per fe1nale to decline a.;;
one moved tO\\'ard the coa~t (Table I). there \Vas no significant
difference in the mean sex rauo an1ong the;,e other sites (p > .05)
Th" '>an1e tendenc} "as also ob,er\ ed 1n each of the three upper
e\tuarine 'ite\. Although there ''a' \On1e 1n1erannual ,·ariation 1n
each of the\e '>Hes. in each } ear e\cept 1991. ~ex ratio declined a'
one 1n<)\ed do,,n the escual) fron1 Great Bay to Linle Ba} to the
Bi.:lla111y Ri ''er. Unlike the three upper e~ tu arine ~ ites. there w•as no
obviou\ clinieaJ trend in sex ratio fou nd in the ri verine and coastal
s i 1 c~ . The Shoals site. bo,vever, had the lo,vest 1nean sex ratio of
all ~ 11cs 1n each of the years for w•h1ch we had data (Table l ).
In add111on to the obser\'ed \pa ual d ifferences in sex ratio, there
"ere al'o '>01ne 'ea<;onaJ 1rend' ob,cr\ cd (fig. 3 ). AL the Great Bay
'>Ile. there "a' a considerable arnount of 1n1erannual \'ariation
"1th1n '>ca\on~. Although the n1ean number of males per fema le
1cnded to be highest in the ~pn ng (6.37). and then to decline
1hrough 1he ~u 1nmer (5.~5J and au1u111n ( ~. 38). there \Vere no ;,ig
n1hcan1 differences (p > .05) het\\ei.:n \ea,on~. A sin1ilar. but les~
pronounced pallem was obser\'ed 1n L111le Bay, but again. there
\Vere no ~i gnifican L dirfere nces bcl\vee n ~eason s <p > .05). Tn1er
estingly, at the Bella1ny Ri ver site, the ~casonal trend was reversed.

-

Although there \\35 no \lgn1ficant c..hffcrence bef\,·een sea<>on'>. \e \
ra110 tended to increa~e from spnng (I 42). to 5ummer ( 1.50). 10
au1un1n ( 1 .8~). Seasonal trends \\ere 1nuch le~s pronounced at the
01her li'e '>ite,. Significant sea~on a l d iffere nces in sex ratio were
found only at the upper Piscataqua River ' i1e. where the 1nean
nun1ber or 111ales per female was ~ i gnifica 111l y higher (p < .00 1) in
the spring ( 1.7 1) than in either sum111er ( 1.10) or autu1nn ( 1.1 3).
het\vee n ' vhich there \Vas no signilicanl difference (p > .05).
The 1nean ;,ize (CL) of male and fe1nale lobsters at each site and
year " gi' en in Table 2. In gene ral. the 1nean size of males '''ere
'1gn1ficantl) larger than tha1 of fe111ale'> 10 Lhe three upper estuanne
loca11on,. In the Piscataqua Ri,er '> Iles. males and fea1ales we re
n1ore Mnular in mean size. The onl) ~1gn1fican1 difference \\ere
found 1n the middle Piscataqua RI\ er. 1n 2 of the 4 ) ears. and 1n the
IO\\ er P1sca1aqua Ri ver. in I of the 4 years. In each of these
1ni.1a nce'>. males \Vere larger than fe 111 a l e~ . At the coastal site. che
111ean ~i7C Of males wa~ larger than lhal o f fe males in 1989;
\vhereas the reverse was 1rue in 1990. No differe nce in n1ean size
" 'a' found in the remaining 2 years. Finally, at the isles of Shoal~
~i te. \Vhere \Ve had only 3 years of data, fe1nales \vere significant ly
larger than males in t\VO of Lhe~e ( 1989. 1992). but not in the other
( 199 1).
e\ ratio \'aried \\'ith size clal>i. at ccnain sites (Table 3 ). The
'> Ile "here the change in ratio \\uh Mte cla<;s ''as 010 Lpronounced
\\ U;, 1n Great Bay, \vhich i;, the sue fanhe'l up the esruary. In the
other e\tuarine sites (Linle Bay and Be llamy Ri'·er). males a l~o
tended to don1inate the larger ~ 1 7c cla<,ses. but not to the same
extent a>. in Great Bay. In the riverine s i te~. there tended to be more
1na le~ than fen1ales in many size c l as~es. but the sex ratio was most
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hea' ily l>ke\\·ed to,vard 1nale ~ 1n th.:- largest (>85 mm CL) size
c lasses. This \\'a~ pan1cularly 1ruc at 1he uppermoM ri verine site
(upper Piscataqua), and. to a lc~ser e\1en1. the n1iddle Piscataq ua
site. At the coa~tal Mte. there was a le~~ pronounced panem of
change in ~ex ratio \Vi th ~i 1c clas~. There tended to be 1nore males
than fcn1ales in the ~n1all e r ~i1c classe!. (<70 1nn1 ). about equal

nun1ber~

of male' and fcn1ah:' 111 1he 7 1- 90 mm l>ize classes. and
about t\\ ice a~ n1any n1aJc, 11' fe111ale' 111 the largest ~ize class (>90
n1m). At the 1... 1e, of Shoah <>ite, ho\vcve r. there \vere con istently
fe,ver rnale~ than fen1a lc' in all of the larger size classes (>65 1nm).
and the san1e nu111ber. or 111on.:. 1nalc~ than fc111alcs in the srnaller
s ize classes.

T ABLE 2.

i\'lean (and standard dc"iation) ca rapace length (n1n1) of nlale and fcn1ale lobs ters at each s it e in each year, and in all years combined.
1989

1990

All Years

1992

199 1

Site

l\ I

F

!VI

F

i\I

F

l\ I

F

l\ I

F

Great Ba)
SD=
Little Ba}
SD =
Bellam} RJ\ e r
SD =
Upper P1 .,cat R
SD=
~I. P1scat. R
SD =
L . Pi scat. R.
SD =
Coast
SD =
Shoal>
SD=

80 7
9.6
78 I
67
73 6
10 7
51 7
1-1 7
7:2 2
7 ()

7 1.2
16 7
7-1 9
8.6
72 0
10.4
53 7
1-1 2
717
77
7-1 J
10.8
76.5
5. 1
80. 1
11.9

81. 3
7.2
75.3
6.4
7-1.4*
8-1
53.0
13.3
7-t.9•
77
65.3
12.-1
7 1,9•
13.2
o data

75.5
7.2
73.5
7.2
72.0
8.4
50.9
13..t
73.5
76
63.9
I?-·-'"
7-1.-1
I l.8
No data

837*
8. I
81 7
6.9
80.4
!S.2
75. I
9.5
77.0
6.7
72.2
11.9
75.5
9.7
79.6
7.5

78.7
5.8
78.3
63
760
70
7-1.8
6.5
75 3
68
70.1
I 3.2
75.2
I0.-1
80. 1
7.6

77 7
78
78.3
77
79 x
l\ 5

76 7
2.8
760
75
76 8
6.l\
\Jo <lat.;

8 2.3•
8.3
80.0*
7.3
76.6*
9.2
57 6
16.2
73.9*
7.-1
700
L!.-1
7-1.1
I 1.3
79.s•
7.8

77.4
7.5
76.0
7.3
73.3
8.7
)-7 -1

76.5
8.R
77 7
5.5
75 -1
5.8

o data
78.1
8.2
71!0
77
75.1

19
80 1 •
8 .-1

70-1
12 2
809
86
67 5
16.-1
81.-1
87

15.6
73 I
76
68.S
I '.!.9
7-1 9
10.6
80.6
8.3

• Between male and lema le le ng th> w11hi11 a year and si te 111dicates that the mea n l eng1h~ of 1hc 1wo 'cxc' arc -.1g111fican1ly different (l\1a11n-Wh1u1e)' U
test. p < .05). Sample sit.es arc gi"cn 1n Table I.
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TABLE 3.
!\'lea n (±SEJ nun1ber of n1a les per f'en1ale in different s ize categories a t each sampling s ize. based on da ta collected over 4 years.
Carapace
Lengtb (n1n1)
=<40
41--15
-16-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71 - 75
76-80
81-85
86-90
>90

Great Bay

Little Bay

BeUan1y R.

Upper
Pisc. R.

1.00
0.75 + 0.25
1.85 ± 1.06
0.47 ± 0.22
l.42 ± 0.27
1.-15 :!: 0. 15
1.28±0.15
1.94 ± 0.20
2.7-l ± 0.28
3.9 ± 0.34
6.43 ± 3.05

1.21 ± 0.49
0.77 +0. 19
1.33 ± 0.47
1.14±0.19
J.27±0.14
1.16±012
1.34 :!: 0. 19
0.79 + 0.09
1.38 ± 0.22
2.53 ± 0.-l l
5. 12±2.03
9. 11 ±2...11

1.52 + 0.22
1.29±0. 17
0 .90 ± 0.28
1.25 ± 0.-13
1.39 ± 0.23
1.19 + 0 . L7
1.14 :!: 0 .26
1.17 ± 0.23
1.13 ± 0.06
1.69 ± 0.17
7.00± 0.00
3.00 + 0.00

1.00

1.00
1.33 + 0.29
1.75 ± 0.48
'.!.38 ± 0.69
3.00 ± 0.75
3...1'.! ± o.70
12.82 + 5.68
9.05 + 1.78
1-l.5 ± 5.48

DISCUSSION

Results of this study indicate that thi estuarine popu.lation of
lobsters depans. in rnany ways. frorn the expected l: l sex ratio
typica.I of coastal populations. AJ11ong the most consisten t of our
findings 1vas th e ob erved spatial d ifference in sex ratio. ln each
season of each year. the upper estuary had rnore rna.les than fe
n1ales. This skewed ratio tended to dec rease. in a clinal fashion. as
one nioved dow n the estuary to1vard the coast, where the sex ratio
approxin1ated the expected 1: l ratio. Surprisingly, this clinal trend
co nrin ued outside the es tuary. so that at the lsles of Shoals, which
is located abou t 11 km from the mouth of the estuary, chere were
consisten tly more fen1ales than ma.les (Table .I).
Lobster popul ations \Vith skewed sex rarios have been reported
by others (Skud and Perkjns 1969. Briggs and Musbacke 1979.
Munro and Therriault 1983, Can1pbell and Pezzack 1985. Kamof
sky et al. 1989. Estrella and McKieman 1989), and several expla
nations have been put forth to explain the disparity bet1veen nun1
bers of 111ales and females. Fishery-related factors. including dif
ferential catchabiliry of 1na.les and fernales (Miller 1990). and
regulations that protect some (e.g.. ovigerous. V-notched) females
(Estrella and McKiernan 1989), can resu It in ske'A1ed sex ratios.
Differential catchability of the sexes is an unli ke ly explanation for
our resu lts, because Becker ( 1994 ). who a.lso worked in the Great
Bay estuarine sy cen1. fou nd sex ratios virt11ally identical to ours
usi ng SCUBA sampling. Furthem1ore. if males and females dif
fered in their crapability. as suggested by Fogarty aod Borden
(1980). Miller (1990). and Crunpbell (1992). we \vould have ex
pected ske'A1ed sex ratios in all of our study sites because the san1e
types of traps, including identical ly sized escape vents, \Vere used
at all locations. le is possible, ho'A1ever, that the skewed ratio fa
voring females at the Isle of Shoals n1 ay have resulted from dif.
ferences in niean size. and therefore. trapabili cy. of the sexes.
When data fron1 the 2 years were con1bined. fema1es \vere signifL
cantly larger than the males (Table 2). fl has been suggested that
female lobsters in son1e areas (Rhode Island) have a proportion
ately 1vider carapace wid th than sirnilarly sized n1ales (Fogarty and
Borden 1980). This difference in body proportion bet ween the
sexes 1nay not be geographi cally uni versal. however, because
Krouse and Thomas ( 1975) found no significant differences in cbe
carapace length-width racios of males and females along the
Maine coast. lf females in our study area do have a proportionately

NLiddle
Pisc. R.

Lower
Pisc. R.

Coast

Shoals

0.67 ± 0.29
1.17±0.96
1.45 ± 0.22
0.96 +0.3L
0.99 ± 0.22
1.21 ± 0.09
1.14 ± 0.32
1.16 ± 0. 15
1.11+0.12
3.05 ± 1.04
'.! . 19 ± 1.28

0.71 ± 0.20
0.55 ± 0.25
0 68 ± 0.31
0.69 ± 0.19
0.76 + 0. 15
1.23 ± 0.20
l.02 ± 0. 18
0.98 :!: 0.25
1.28 ± 0.09
1.38 ± 0. 18
I. 79 ± 1.21
0.80 ± O. l-l

0.93 ± 0.05
0.25 ± 0. 17
2.5 ± 0.90
1.31 +0. 17
1.23±0.14
l.65 :!: 0.09
1.35 ± 0.26
0.97 ± 0. 10
1.08 + 0.09
0.98 :!: 0.20
0.93 ± 0. 17
2.2 ± 1.08

1.5 + 0.35
3.50 ± J.77
1.50 ± 0.35
0.95 ± 0.19
0.75±0.16
0.60 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.0 I
0.62 ± 0.03
0.58 ± 0.0-l
0.55 + 0.03

\vider carapace, they \VOu ld not move as readily through escape
vents. so it is possible that the larger mean size of the females at
this site infl uenced sex ratio in the catch. It is also possible that
regulatory protection of cenai 11 females 1nay explain the sex ratio
observed at the Isles of Shoals. where fen1ales outnurubered 111ales.
At this location, percentages of ovigerous and V-notched fen1ales
(5- 12o/c) are relative ly high as co1npared to the estuary (< l o/o)
(Ho"1eJ l. W. H. & W. H. Watson. Dept. of Zoology. Uni v. of New
Hampshire. Durham. NH 03824. Unpubl. data). Thu . both size
and protective managerueat n1ay explain the preponde.rance of fe
rnales at the Isles of Shoals. but it is also possible that this sire
simply has a distinctive physical habitat that has resulted in an
aggregation of females such as that reported by Campbell ( 1990).
Ecological faccors may also affect sex ratio. Skud and Perkins
( 1969) and Briggs and Mushacke ( 1979) found a egregation of the
sexes by depth. 'A•hile Karnofsky et al. (1989) suggested that in
traspecific con1petition effected sex ratio. Our sainpling locations
\Vere sintilar in depth (:03- 10 m), so iris highly unlikely that our
observations resu lted from egregation of Lhe sexes by depth. It is
also unlikely that intraspecific competition 1vas a factor. Kam ofsky
et al. ( 1989) found that there \Vere nearly twice as n1 any males as
females in a sn1all. shallo\v cove in Buzzards Bay, MA, USA and
that a disp roportionately large proportion of the rnales \Vere miss
ing one or more cla\vs. T he authors uggested that the cove n1ay
function as a refuge for injured 111ales. and that these individuals
had been displaced to thi hallow 1vater site by aggressive. in
craspecific con1petition for mating shelters. Moreover. they sug
gesced that the relative paucity of females ac their study site re
sulted from the prefe rence of fema.les for deeper areas where the
dominant niales held n1ati ng shelters. We have no information
about 1vhere n1ating occurs in our study area. includ ing the depth
of mating shelters and whether or not the spatial distribution of
females is affected by the dislTibu tion of domi nan t 1na1es. Thus. it
is possible that the mechani 111 described by Karnofsky et al.
( 1989) may be applicable to this srudy, but it is doubtful. because
'A'e sa\v no indication that the proportion of 111ales n1 issing c la'A1S
differed arnong sites (Howell and Watson).
The spatial and te rnporal trends of the dat.a in this tudy indicate
that sex ratio may be associated with seasonall y changing gradi
ents of salinity andfor te1nperature that are typical of northern
estuaries. lo particul ar, it is likely that n1ale and female lobs ters
differ in their physio logical and behavioral response ro alinity
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and/or cen1peratu re and that these differences result in Lhe sex ratio
patterns we observed.
Water ten1perature affects rnany. if not all. aspects of lobster
biology. ln a laborato1y study. Crossin et al. ( 1998) docun1ented
that lobsters are capable of sensing te n1perature. and that they
beh:iviorally chermoregulate; seeking preferred te1nper:11ure:, and
avoiding \Valer that is either too \varm or too cool. Results from
related studies. also done in our laboratory. fu rther suggest that
111ales and fen1ales may respond differently to changing tempera
ture. ln one study. 75% of females. bur only 50o/c of n1ales. exited
their shelters as shelter ceinperature \vas increased (Jury. S. H.
Dept. of Zoology. Univ. of New Han1pshire, Durhan1. NH 03824.
Unpubl. data); \vhereas in anoLher study. in \Vhich males and fe
males were placed in a the1mal gradient tank. rnales generally
preferred \Vm11er ten1peratures than fen1ales, particularly in the
spring and fail. when an1bient Len1peratures \Vere seasonally lower
(Jury. S. H. The effect of acclimation temperature and sex on the
behavioral thermoregulation of the An1erican lobster. Ho1nar11s
a111.erican11s. In prep.). Although these data are preliminary. they
uggest that males and fe1nales differ in their te n1peratu re prefer
ences. and that spatial and ten1poral differences in te mperatu re
could thus affect sex ratio.
Allhough laboratory studies on ternperature are relatively
scarce. nun1erous field studies have docun1ented that \Valer ten1
perature affects the ten1poral and spatial distribution of lobsters.
and that n1ales and females d iffer in the ir ni ovements in res ponse
to seasonalJy changing temperatures (Munro and Therriault 1983,
Roddick and M.iller 1992. Lav,rton and Lavalli 1995. Estrella and
Morrisey 1997). It has been suggested. for exan1ple. that seasonal
on hare-offshore n1igrations are associated \vith ten1perature se
lection, and are adaptive for accelerating growth and egg devel
opment (Saila and Flowers 1968, Cooper and Uzn1an11 1971, Pez
zack and Duggan l 986, Estrella and Morrissey l 997). This rnay
also be true, on a geographically sn1aller scale. for seasonal 111i
grations that occur 1vithin Ne\v England estua1ies, including Great
Bay (Warson et al. 1999). Differential migration of the sexes.
associa ted \Vith seasonal changes in water temperature. can also
effect sex ratio. Roddick and ivliller ( l 992) found. for exan1ple.
that males and fe111ales arrived at. and departed fro111. a sn1all
embayrnent in Nova Scotia in different 111onths, and these differ
ences in seasonal movements resulled in ske\ved sex ratios. Adult
fen1ales have also been reported lo 1nove to deeper water earlier in
the autumn than males (Campbell and Stasko 1986. Robichaud and
Campbell 1991 ), which results in temporal and spatial segregation
of the sexes. Munro and Therriault (1983) found niore niales than
fema les in estuarine locations in the Magdelaine Islands, and spec
ulated that Lhis resulted fron1 differential nligration of the sexes.
Bod1 sexes left the estuaries as te1nperatures cooled in the autun1n.
but males \Vere rnore likely to return in the spring as tempe rature
increased. A sin1ilar situation m:iy exist in the Great Bay Estuary.
In a study concurrent \Vi th this one. \ Vatson et al. ( 1999) docu
n1ented that lobsters tended to nligrate up the Grear Bay Estuary in
the spring as te n1peratures increased. and dow n the esiuary in 1he
surruner and autu111n. Although Watson et al. a\v no rnarked dif
ferences in the moven1ents of males and females. their dara were
son1ewhat equivocal on this point, and they suggested that differ
ential 1nove1nent of' the sexes 1vas possible. Munro and Therriault
( 1983 l suggested that che reason for n1ales returning earlier than
the fen1ales \Vas to take advantage of the \Vanner ten1peratures of
the estuarine sites for niolting. Indeed, they found that all 111ales
<75 nin1 CL n1olted twice each year.
~

IL has also been suggested that there are seasonal differences in
the catchability of rna les and fernales. chat these differences are
caused by tbe t\VO sexes niolti ng at different t1111es, and that dif
ferential catchabi lity results in ~easona ll y changing sex ratios
(Tre1nblay and Eagles 1997). In the GreaLB:iy Estuary, however,
we saw no evidence that r11ales and females molted at different
tin1es or in different locations (Howell and Watson unpubl. data).
Vve conclude from chis that there is no difference between the
sexe in location and ten1perature of mol ting. Thus. although our
ske1ved sex ratios rnay indeed be related to temperature-1nediated
differences in move1nent bet\veen the sexes. it seems unlikely that
it i~ strongly correlated \Vith n1olt:ing. as :,uggested by Munro and
Therriault ( 1983) and Tremblay and Eagles ( 1997).
A number of laboratory and field studies have documented that
sal inity can also effect the te111poral and spatial distribution of
lobsters. Lobsters are considered to be poor osn1oregulators (Dall
I 970). and several previous field studies have shown that lobsters
use behavioral mechanis1ns to avoid low salinities (Munro and
Therriault 1983. Reynolds and CasterLiJ11985. Maynard 1991. Jury
et al. 1995). IJ1 a recent laboratory investigation Jury et al. ( 1994a)
1neasured hen1olyn1ph osn1olarity, oxygen consun1prion. heart rate
and ventilation rate of lobsters under salinity regin1es similar to
chose fou nd in the Great Bay Estuary under spring runoff condi
tions. They found tha t exposure to decreasing salinity (fro1n 20 to
10 ppt) caused an increase in oxygen consun1ption. heart. and
scaphognathite rate. At the lo1vest salinity ( I0 ppt), females re
quired more energy than males to maintai n the same hen1olyn1ph
osmolarity. Females also recovered n1ore slowly than males as
salinities were subsequently increased. This study bas been con
fir111ed by Houchens ( I 996). and extended to show that female
lobsters uffer significantly n1ore mortality than male~ when held
at 5-10 ppl. For chis reason. upper estuarine locations \Vhere sa
1.inities are the lowest. panicularly in che spring. probably represent
a stressful and potentially lethal envirorunent for females. In a
second set of experin1ents. Jury et al. ( J 994b) n1easured the be
havioral response of lobsters to reductions in salinity. When given
a choice of salinity. females \Vere more selective in their prefer
ence for higher salinity, and fen1ales found low salini ties n1ore
aversive than did nlales. Results fron1 these studies indicate that
lobsters respond to changes in salinity. that male and fe1nale lob
sters differ in their physiological and behavioral responses. so that
males find IO\V salinity less aversive and less stressful. It is likely
that these differences partial ly explain the observed skewed sex
ratios fou nd in this study. ln gener:il. we found an inverse rela
tionship between lobster sex ratio and salinicy. Physiological and
behavioral differences in the way each sex responds lo salinity
could also explain t11e seasonal trend in sex ratio that we ob
served. The number of males per female 1vas highest in the spring
in the upper estuary. when salinities \vere 101vest, and then de
c lined over sun1mer as . alinities increa ed. We believe tha1 the
observed reduction in sex ralio was caused by the arrival of 1nore
females as salinity increased in these areas.
Aside fron1 the physiological and/or behavioral reasons al ready
discussed. it i possible that the observed spatial p:ittem in sex ratio
may also relate 10 the reproductive biology of lobsters. Because
lobster e mbryos and larvae are quite vulnerable to low (< l~ ppt)
salinity (Scaratt and Raine 1967. Channancier et al. 1998, Forward
1989). relatively lo\v salinjty environments. such as d1ose in the
upper estuary. n1ay be subopti1nal for reproduction. Unpublished
data on the distri bution of ovigerous fema les in this study suppon
this vie\v (HO\\'ell and Watson). We caught and examined 8, 153
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lcn1alc: lob~1c:rs a~ pan of thi\ ;,1uLI). and 168 ot these ( 2.061k l \Vere
O\ 1gerou~. Of these 168. onl) -13 \\ere caught 111 the estuarine ant.I
rh cnnc '>lie'>. and the ren1a1n1ng 125 \\ere fron1 the Coast and
Shoab. The low incidence of ovigcrou\ li::n1ales in the esruary is
sin1i lar to the ~ itualion reported for hluc crabs in the upper Chesa
peai--e Bay by Hines e1 a l. ( 1987). <1nd 11 i' li kely tha r ovigerou~
fen1<1le\ a\ oid the Jo,v salinity condi11on\ ol the esruary. because
\a lini1y is generall} roo IO\\ ror laf\ al \Uf\ l\'ai. J Ole. bov.ieYer. tha t
Munro and Therriault ( 1983) found a higher percentage of O\ iger
ou., fcn1ale~ ( 13-16'1) in estuane\ than 1hc\, did at che coast (7'1:1.
The d1fterence between their \tUd} and our~ ma} have re\ulteu
fron1 the facl that our upper estuarine -,altn111e\ arc typicall) a\ IO\\
a' I0- 15 ppt 1n an) given year: ''herea' the lowest reported b)
lVl unro a nd Therriau lt wa, 22 ppL
We a lso found that sex r:Hio '"a' n1 orc ,i._c,,·cd in larger s1Le
c la>sC~ (>80 1n111 CL) in all
o ur CMu<l nne ant.I nverine locaiion\.
Changes in An1erican lobster -,ex r:11io \vith \i7e class have abo
been noh:d by Karnofsk) ct al. ( 19891. They found thai females
do1n1na1ed 1he 50-59 mm CL '>JZe cl.1''· bu1 that n1ales '''ere more
nu111erou\ than fen1ales in size cl:l\'e' ~60 n11n CL. As a result.
n1alc\ "ere not onh. n1ore com111on. the\ ''ere also lar!?er. \\'e
hche' c that the obsen ed change~ 1n 'e' rauo "ilh size class are
related to chan!!e'> in mobihl\ "uh '11e \\ ahle and Steneck ( 1992 l
\ugge~lcd that small lobster~ (S-60 n11n CL) are dependent on
their '>hclters to avoid predation. but that th" \ ulnerability is e''en
1ually ou1grov1n, a nd lobsters ~-=60 111111 C L are able to 1no\'e abou t
n1ore free ly. because they are virtual ly in1111u11e to predation . Once
1hb rclea'e h a~ occurred, n1 obi ltt y gene rally increa~es as lobster~
continu e 10 increase in s ize (Ca n1pbcl l and Sta~ko 1986. Campbell
1989) The fact that both n1ob1ht) and \ke"· ne~' in sex ratio 1n
cn.:a-,e \\1th 'ize class indicate' that chan1.te' 111 -,e, ra1io \\'ith size
111<1) re:-,uh I rom differential n10' en1en1 ol the ,e,es. \\'hen sn1all.
both 'e'e' mo'e hrtle. and ex ra110 '' approx1ma1el) 1:1. A~ ~ize
(<1nc.l mob1ht) l increase. n1ale<,_ "h1ch are more tolerant of lo\\
'ahnll) than female . may tra\ el further up the esruary. especiall}
111 the 'pnng. resulting in the predorn1nance of 1nales in the larger
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-.11e cla-,,c:s 1n this location at thl\ llrne. Studies are current!)
unucn' a) 10 dctern1ine if the al ore mentioned differences in the
bcha\ ior of 111ale and l'en1ale lob!>Ier-. c\1'1. C\ en in the smaller si7e
cl :h\C~. o r if they n1anifes L the nh.cl ves on ly a~ 1hey reach sexua l
n1a tu ri ty. If the la ue r s ituauon IS true . il su rport s 1he v iew th at the
'>ironge~t inlluence o n fe1nale n1igratory hehavior in the estuary i!>
relatcu 10 reproduction and 1he ~eek1ng of a ppropriate habitats for
h:.11ch1ng of larvae. l n the Great Ba) E\tuary. ovary dissection~
1nd1cate tha1 approximately 50'1 ol le1nale\ ha\ e reached sexual
111aturit} of 80 min CL I HO\\Cll and \Vat\on unpl. data). and 11 "
1n \I/<! cla,,es creater than thi' th<11 \\e obsef\·e the most ske\\eu
'e' ratio,.
In ~umn1ar). \\'e belie\e that the •ke\\Cd \C'\ ratio pattern\ \\C
oh~cr\cd 111 thl\ \Ludy re,ulled lro1n dillerential nlO\'ement of the
•C\e'>: probably in re!> pOn•e io 'altn1I) and temperature cue~. Both
!>CXe~ tend to n1ove do,vn the es tuary 1n 1he ,u n1111er a nd a utumn .
Male~. \\hich are nlo re tolerant of lo'v ~altni1 y a nd \Vam1er te n1 
pcra1urc'>. return 10 upper esruanne area' earlier than fe1nales in the
-,pnng. \\ h1ch accounts for the ele,·a1ed .. ex ratio seen in the1;e
locauon,. Although ome female' 1110,e up the es1uary as sahnit)
n,e,. thc:reh) 1naking the >C\ ra110 more nearl) equal. more fe
1nale' than male~ remain in the lo" er C\tuar). because the) arc le\<.
tolerant ol lo" salirur) and "anner temp;:rature~. and/or becau~e 11
,., a more fa, orable !higher sahn tt ) J loca11011 Lo relea e their larvae.
The I a.:t th al ~ex ratio i~ 1110~1 \KC\\ ed among the largest si1e
c la,,e,, '"hich a re a lso the n1oi.l n1obtle. ~uppons our contention
1ha1 ~i..e,ved se;.. ra tio in our ~tud y si te results fro1n differen tia l
1nove1nen1 o l the sexes.
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SKEWED SEX RATIO IN AN ESTUARINE LOBSTER (HOMARUS AMERICANUS) POPULATION

W. HUNTTING HOWELL, WINSOR H. WATSON, III AND
STEVEN H. JURY

Department of Zoology and Center for Marine Biology
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03H24

ABSTRACT A total of 19.485 lobsters were caught at eight sites in the estuarine and coastal waters of New
Hampshire from 1989
to 1992. and their size and sex were determined. The sex ratio of lobsters caught farthest from the coast, in Great
Bay. was heavily
skewed in favor in males. Sex ratios in other estuarine and river sites were also skewed toward males, and there
was a tendency for
the number of males per female to decline as one moved down the estuary toward the coast, where the sex ratio
was nearly 1:1. The
single offshore site was dominated by females, with about 0.6 males for each female. There were also seasonal
trends in the sex ratios
in the upper estuarine sites, where the number of males per female tended to decline from summer through
autumn. In general,
differences in the sex ratios between sites were those of primarily adult lobsters larger than 80 mm carapace length
(CL). At all sites,
the sex ratio of lobsters smaller than this size was close to 1:1, whereas in the upper estuary the mean sex ratio of
lobsters greater than
80 mm CL was more than 14:1. These data, in conjunction with seasonal variations of sex ratios, suggest that
differential movements
of adult male and female lobsters is the primary cause of skewed sex ratios in the Great Bay Estuary.

KEY WORDS: Estuary, lobster, Homarus americanus, sex ratio

INTRODUCTION

The American lobster. Homarus americanus (Milne-Edwards),
is broadly distributed in the western north Atlantic from Labrador
to North Carolina (Squires 1990). Within this range, the species
supports important commercial and recreational fisheries, particu
larly in New England and the Canadian Maritime provinces. Be
cause of their commercial importance, lobsters have received a
considerable amount of attention from the scientific community
(see reviews by Cobb and Phillips 1980a, Cobbs and Phillips
1980b, Factor 1995). Not surprisingly, most of these studies have
focused on coastal and off-shore populations where lobsters are
most abundant.

Although lobsters are considered to be stenohaline, and gener
ally limited to marine (>25 ppt salinity) habitats (Dall 1970), there
are smaller exploited populations found in estuarine habitats
(Thomas 1968, Thomas and White 1969, Munro and Therriault
1983. Reynolds and Casterlin 1985. Vetrovs 1990). The physi
ological ecology and population structure of these lobsters is
poorly understood. In recent years, we have been studying one
such population located in the Great Bay Estuary of New Hamp
shire, USA (Jury et al. 1994a, Jury 1994b, Jury et al. 1995. Crossin
et al. 1998, Watson et al. 1999). This system, located in the south
eastern portion of the state, is characterized by extensive mudflats
separated by deep (10-20 m) channels, strong tidal mixing and

flushing, and marked seasonal changes in temperature and salinity.
Monthly mean temperatures can vary from 0-18°C at the coast,
and from 0-25°C in the upper estuary (Loder et al. 1983). The
system receives freshwater from seven rivers that drain an area of
approximately 2400 km 2 . Salinities in the upper estuary may drop
to 10-15 ppt in the spring, as freshets associated with snow and ice
melt, and heavy rains enter the system. At the coastal terminus,
average salinities are much more stable, typically ranging from
30-33 ppt (Loder et al. 1983).

Among the data we have gathered is information on sex ratio
by location, season, and size class. The sex ratio of many geo
graphically separate American lobster populations has been re
ported. Although most coastal lobsters populations that have been
examined approximate the expected 1 : 1 ratio (Cooper 1970, Stew

art 1972. Krouse 1973. Cooper et al. 1975, Pecci et al. 1978), there
are several instances where skewed ratios have been observed.
These include reports of populations with more males than females
(Briggs and Mushacke 1979, Munro and Therriault 1983, Karnof
sky et al. 1989). as well as reports of populations with more fe
males than males (Skud and Perkins 1969, Estrella and McKiernan
1989). Explanations for these skewed sex ratios have included
differential catchability (Krouse and Thomas 1975. Fogarty and
Borden 1980, Miller 1990, Tremblay and Eagles 1997). segrega
tion of the sexes by depth (Skud and Perkins 1969. Briggs and
Mushacke 1979). differences in migratory behavior (Munro and
Therriault 1983). physiological and behavioral differences be

tween the sexes (Jury et al. 1994a, Jury et al. 1994b), and fisheries
regulations that protect some females (Estrella and McKiernan
1989). In this paper, we report consistent spatial differences in
lobster sex ratio within a New England estuary, and differences in
sex ratio between size classes of lobsters found in upper estuarine
areas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Great Bay estuarine system lies in the southeastern corner
of New Hampshire. USA. It receives freshwater from seven rivers,
which mixes with saltwater entering from the western Gulf of
Maine. Lobsters were sampled at eight sites in the estuarine and
coastal waters from 1989 to 1992 (Fig. 1). These spanned a dis
tance (by water) of approximately 37 km, ranging from Great Bay
proper, which is about 26 km inland, to the Isles of Shoals, which
lie 1 1 km offshore. The eight sites fall into three broader spatial
categories, which we have arbitrarily designated as "estuarine"
(Great Bay. Little Bay, Bellamy River), "riverine" (upper, mid-,
and lower Piscataqua River), and "coastal" (Coast, Isles of Shoals).
Along this line of sites, physical and chemical characteristics vary
from those of a typical New England estuary (greatly fluctuating
temperature and salinity, strong tidal mixing, soft substrate) to
those of a typical New England coast (relatively stable temperature
and salinity, less tidal current, and harder substrates of cobble and
rock).
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Figure 1. Location of the study sites within the estuarine and coastal waters of New Hampshire. GB (Great Bay). LB
(Little Bay), BR (Bellamy
River), UPR (Upper Piscataqua River), MPR (Middle Piscataqua River), LPR (Lower Piscataqua River). CST
(Coast), SHL (Shoals).

All lobsters were caught in traps baited with herring and tended
two to three times per week. Most were caught in our own traps as
part of a larger study on estuarine lobsters, but many were caught
by commercial lobstermen with whom we fished, and a small
number were caught by the New Hampshire Department of Fish
and Game. All traps from which we collected data were made of
vinyl-coated wire, equipped with one or two escape vents (1 7/8"

H x 6" W). and had either a single (research traps) or double parlor
(commercial traps). Although winter sampling was limited because
of upper estuarine ice cover and general lack of commercial fish
ing activity, we were able to sample all sites adequately during the
spring (April-June), summer (July-September), and autumn (Oc
tober-December) in most years. All lobsters had their carapace

length (CL) and abdomen width measured to the nearest millime
ter, all were molt-staged using external shell criteria and/or pleo
pods (Aiken 1973. Aiken 1980), and all were sexed by examining
the first pair of pleopods (Templeman 1944). Most were also
tagged, before release, with numbered modified sphyrion tags
(Scarratt 1970). because in another part of the study, we were
examinine movement and growth (Watson et al. in press).

At each study site, except the Shoals, both temperature and
salinity (YSI Meter Model 33) were measured at the surface each
time our traps were hauled. In 1991. data were collected from
surface and bottom waters. There was always <2°C and 2 ppt
difference between surface and bottom values because of extensive
vertical mixing (Loder et al. 1983).
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Figure 2. Mean <±SE) monthly temperatures (°C) and salinities (ppt) at the Great Bay and Coastal sites from 1989
to 1992.

The null hypothesis of equal numbers of males and females
was, in all cases, tested using chi square analysis. Comparisons of
sex ratio between sites, and between seasons within sites, were
done using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
Tukey's posterior test. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to com
pare the sizes of males and females at each site within each year.
The alpha level for all statistics was 0.05.

RESULTS

Mean monthly temperature and salinity, from 1989 to 1992, at
two of our sites is depicted in Fig. 2. In the upper estuary (Great
Bay site, GB), mean monthly temperatures were 3-7°C warmer
than the Coastal (CST) site from April through October (Fig. 2a).
Mean salinity in Great Bay was highest in late summer (approx. 27
ppt), and lowest (approx. 16 ppt) in the spring when freshwater
input was more abundant because of heavy rains and snowmelt. At
the Coastal site, the salinity was relatively constant throughout the

year (Fig. 2b). As expected, both temperatures and salinities at the
sites that occur between Great Bay and the Coast are intermediate

to those depicted. Although complete temperature and salinity
records are not available from the Isles of Shoals, the small amount
of data available indicates this site is very similar to the Coastal
site, located approximately 1 1 km away.

Observed mean sex ratios, from 1989 to 1992. at each of the
sampling sites are given in Table I . Although there was some
interannual variation at each site, in each of the estuarine sites
(Great Bay. Little Bay, Bellamy River), there were significantly
more males than females in every year (p < .05). In the riverine
sites (upper-, mid-, lower Piscataqua River) and at the Coast, the
numbers of males and females were more nearly equal. However,
even at these sites, there were significantly more males than fe
males in some years (Upper Piscataqua River 1991: midPiscataqua River 1989. 1990; lower Piscataqua 1991; Coast 1990).
As with the other sites, there are some interannual variation in
sex ratio at the Isles of Shoals, but in each year for which data
were available, there were significantly more females than males
(p < .05).

When the data from all years and seasons were combined, sex
ratio departed significantly from the expected 1:1 ratio in seven of
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TABLE 1.
Mean number of males per female at each sampling site from 1989 to 1992 and in all years combined.

Mean and standard error within years is based on three seasons. Mean and standard error for all years is from all
years and all seasons combined. (n)
= number examined: * denotes a significant departure from a 1:1 sex ratio (chi square, p < .05).

the eight sampling sites (Table 1). There were significantly more
males than females in each of the five upper sites and at the coast
(p < .05). and significantly more females than males at the Isles of
Shoals (p < .051. In the remaining site (lower Piscataqua River)
there were approximately equal numbers of males and females.

Using the aggregate data from all years and seasons, we found
that the mean number of males per female in Great Bay (5.29) was
significantly higher (p < .001 ) than every other site. Although there
was a tendency for the number of males per female to decline as
one moved toward the coast (Table 1 ). there was no significant
difference in the mean sex ratio among these other sites (p > .05).
This same tendency was also observed in each of the three upper
estuarine sites. Although there was some interannual variation in
each of these sites, in each year except 1991. sex ratio declined as
one moved down the estuary from Great Bay to Little Bay to the
Bellamy River. Unlike the three upper estuarine sites, there was no

obvious clinical trend in sex ratio found in the riverine and coastal
sites. The Shoals site, however, had the lowest mean sex ratio of
all sites in each of the years for which we had data (Table 1 ).

In addition to the observed spatial differences in sex ratio, there
were also some seasonal trends observed (Fig. 3). At the Great Bay
site, there was a considerable amount of interannual variation
within seasons. Although the mean number of males per female
tended to be highest in the spring (6.37), and then to decline
through the summer (5.45) and autumn (4.38). there were no sig
nificant differences (p > .05) between seasons. A similar, but less
pronounced pattern was observed in Little Bay, but again, there
were no significant differences between seasons (p > .05). Inter
estingly, at the Bellamy River site, the seasonal trend was reversed.

Although there was no significant difference between seasons, sex
ratio tended to increase from spring (1.42), to summer (1.50). to
autumn (1.84). Seasonal trends were much less pronounced at the
other five sites. Significant seasonal differences in sex ratio were
found only at the upper Piscataqua River site, where the mean
number of males per female was significantly higher (p < .001 ) in
the spring (1.71) than in either summer (1.10) or autumn (1.13).
between which there was no significant difference (p > .05).

The mean size (CL) of male and female lobsters at each site and
year is given in Table 2. In general, the mean size of males were
significantly larger than that of females in the three upper estuarine
locations. In the Piscataqua River sites, males and females were
more similar in mean size. The only significant differences were

found in the middle Piscataqua River, in 2 of the 4 years, and in the
lower Piscataqua River, in 1 of the 4 years. In each of these
instances, males were larger than females. At the coastal site, the
mean size of males was larger than that of females in 1989:
whereas the reverse was true in 1990. No difference in mean size
was found in the remaining 2 years. Finally, at the Isles of Shoals
site, where we had only 3 years of data, females were significantly
larger than males in two of these ( 1989. 1992), but not in the other
(1991).

Sex ratio varied with size class at certain sites (Table 3). The
site where the change in ratio with size class was most pronounced
was in Great Bay, which is the site farthest up the estuary. In the
other estuarine sites (Little Bay and Bellamy River), males also
tended to dominate the larger size classes, but not to the same
extent as in Great Bay. In the riverine sites, there tended to be more
males than females in manv size classes, but the sex ratio was most
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Figure 3. Mean (±SD) number of males per female at each of the sampling sites in the spring, summer, and
autumn. Means are based on the
4 years included in the study ( 1989 to 1992). The number of lobster examined (h) is given vertically above each
error bar. GB (Great Bay), LB
(Little Bay). BR (Bellamy River), UPR (Upper Piscataqua River), MPR (Middle Piscataqua River), LPR (Lower
Piscataqua River).

heavily skewed toward males in the largest (>85 mm CL) size
classes. This was particularly true at the uppermost riverine site
(upper Piscataqua), and, to a lesser extent, the middle Piscataqua
site. At the coastal site, there was a less pronounced pattern of
change in sex ratio with size class. There tended to be more males
than females in the smaller size classes (<70 mm), about equal

numbers of males and females in the 71-90 mm size classes, and
about twice as many males as females in the largest size class (>90
mm). At the Isles of Shoals site, however, there were consistently
fewer males than females in all of the larger size classes (>65 mm),
and the same number, or more, males than females in the smaller
size classes.

TABLE 2.

Mean (and standard deviation) carapace length (mm) of male and female lobsters at each site in each year, and in
all years combined.

* Between male and female lengths within a year and site indicates that the mean lengths of the two sexes are
significantly different (Mann-Whime> U
test, p < .05). Sample sizes are given in Table 1.
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TABLE 3.

Mean (±SE| number of males per female in different size categories at each sampling size, based on data collected
over 4 years.

DISCUSSION

Results of this study indicate that this estuarine population of
lobsters departs, in many ways, from the expected 1:1 sex ratio
typical of coastal populations. Among the most consistent of our
findings was the observed spatial difference in sex ratio. In each
season of each year, the upper estuary had more males than fe
males. This skewed ratio tended to decrease, in a clinal fashion, as
one moved down the estuary toward the coast, where the sex ratio
approximated the expected 1:1 ratio. Surprisingly, this clinal trend
continued outside the estuary, so that at the Isles of Shoals, which
is located about 1 1 km from the mouth of the estuary, there were

consistently more females than males (Table 1).

Lobster populations with skewed sex ratios have been reported
by others (Skud and Perkins 1969. Briggs and Mushacke 1979.
Munro and Therriault 1983, Campbell and Pezzack 1985, Kamof
sky et al. 1989. Estrella and McKiernan 1989), and several expla
nations have been put forth to explain the disparity between num
bers of males and females. Fishery-related factors, including dif
ferential catchability of males and females (Miller 1990), and
regulations that protect some (e.g., ovigerous, V-notched) females
(Estrella and McKiernan 1989), can result in skewed sex ratios.
Differential catchability of the sexes is an unlikely explanation for
our results, because Becker ( 1994), who also worked in the Great
Bay estuarine system, found sex ratios virtually identical to ours
using SCUBA sampling. Furthermore, if males and females dif
fered in their trapability, as suggested by Fogarty and Borden
(1980), Miller (1990). and Campbell (1992). we would have ex
pected skewed sex ratios in all of our study sites because the same
types of traps, including identically sized escape vents, were used
at all locations. It is possible, however, that the skewed ratio fa
voring females at the Isle of Shoals may have resulted from dif
ferences in mean size, and therefore, trapability. of the sexes.
When data from the 2 years were combined, females were signifi
cantly larger than the males (Table 2). It has been suggested that
female lobsters in some areas (Rhode Island) have a proportion
ately wider carapace width than similarly sized males (Fogarty and
Borden 1980). This difference in body proportion between the
sexes may not be geographically universal, however, because

Krouse and Thomas ( 1975) found no significant differences in the
carapace length-width ratios of males and females along the
Maine coast. If females in our study area do have a proportionately

wider carapace, they would not move as readily through escape
vents, so it is possible that the larger mean size of the females at
this site influenced sex ratio in the catch. It is also possible that
regulatory protection of certain females may explain the sex ratio
observed at the Isles of Shoals, where females outnumbered males.
At this location, percentages of ovigerous and V-notched females
(5-12%) are relatively high as compared to the estuary (<\%)
(Howell. W. H. & W. H. Watson. Dept. of Zoology. Univ. of New
Hampshire. Durham. NH 03824. Unpubl. data). Thus, both size
and protective management may explain the preponderance of fe
males at the Isles of Shoals, but it is also possible that this site
simply has a distinctive physical habitat that has resulted in an
aggregation of females such as that reported by Campbell ( 1990).

Ecological factors may also affect sex ratio. Skud and Perkins
( 1969) and Briggs and Mushacke ( 1979) found a segregation of the
sexes by depth, while Karnofsky et al. (1989) suggested that in
traspecific competition effected sex ratio. Our sampling locations
were similar in depth (=3-10 m), so it is highly unlikely that our
observations resulted from segregation of the sexes by depth. It is
also unlikely that intraspecific competition was a factor. Karnofsky
et al. ( 1989) found that there were nearly twice as many males as
females in a small, shallow cove in Buzzards Bay, MA, USA and
that a disproportionately large proportion of the males were miss
ing one or more claws. The authors suggested that the cove may

function as a refuge for injured males, and that these individuals
had been displaced to this shallow water site by aggressive, in
traspecific competition for mating shelters. Moreover, they sug
gested that the relative paucity of females at their study site re
sulted from the preference of females for deeper areas where the
dominant males held mating shelters. We have no information
about where mating occurs in our study area, including the depth
of mating shelters and whether or not the spatial distribution of
females is affected by the distribution of dominant males. Thus, it
is possible that the mechanism described by Karnofsky et al.
( 1989) may be applicable to this study, but it is doubtful, because
we saw no indication that the proportion of males missing claws
differed among sites (Howell and Watson).

The spatial and temporal trends of the data in this study indicate
that sex ratio may be associated with seasonally changing gradi
ents of salinity and/or temperature that are typical of northern
estuaries. In particular, it is likely that male and female lobsters
differ in their physiological and behavioral responses to salinity
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and/or temperature and that these differences result in the sex ratio
patterns we observed.

Water temperature affects many, if not all, aspects of lobster
biology. In a laboratory study, Crossin et al. (1998) documented
that lobsters are capable of sensing temperature, and that they
behaviorally thermoregulate: seeking preferred temperatures and
avoiding water that is either too warm or too cool. Results from
related studies, also done in our laboratory, further suggest that
males and females may respond differently to changing tempera
ture. In one study. 75% of females, but only 50% of males, exited
their shelters as shelter temperature was increased (Jury. S. H.
Dept. of Zoology. Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.
Unpubl. data); whereas in another study, in which males and fe
males were placed in a thermal gradient tank, males generally
preferred wanner temperatures than females, particularly in the
spring and fall, when ambient temperatures were seasonally lower
(Jury. S. H. The effect of acclimation temperature and sex on the
behavioral thermoregulation of the American lobster. Homarus
americanus. In prep.). Although these data are preliminary, they
suggest that males and females differ in their temperature prefer
ences, and that spatial and temporal differences in temperature
could thus affect sex ratio.

Although laboratory studies on temperature are relatively
scarce, numerous field studies have documented that water tem
perature affects the temporal and spatial distribution of lobsters,
and that males and females differ in their movements in response
to seasonally changing temperatures (Munro and Therriault 1983.
Roddick and Miller 1992, Lawton and Lavalli 1995. Estrella and

Morrisey 1997). It has been suggested, for example, that seasonal
onshore -offshore migrations are associated with temperature se
lection, and are adaptive for accelerating growth and egg devel
opment (Saila and Flowers 1968. Cooper and Uzmann 1971, Pez
zack and Duggan 1986. Estrella and Morrissey 1997). This may
also be true, on a geographically smaller scale, for seasonal mi
grations that occur within New England estuaries, including Great
Bay (Watson et al. 1999). Differential migration of the sexes,
associated with seasonal changes in water temperature, can also
effect sex ratio. Roddick and Miller (1992) found, for example,
that males and females arrived at. and departed from, a small
embayment in Nova Scotia in different months, and these differ
ences in seasonal movements resulted in skewed sex ratios. Adult
females have also been reported to move to deeper water earlier in
the autumn than males (Campbell and Stasko 1986. Robichaud and
Campbell 1991 ). which results in temporal and spatial segregation
of the sexes. Munro and Therriault ( 1983) found more males than
females in estuarine locations in the Magdelaine Islands, and spec
ulated that this resulted from differential migration of the sexes.
Both sexes left the estuaries as temperatures cooled in the autumn,
but males were more likely to return in the spring as temperature
increased. A similar situation may exist in the Great Bay Estuary.
In a study concurrent with this one, Watson et al. (1999) docu
mented that lobsters tended to migrate up the Great Bay Estuary in
the spring as temperatures increased, and down the estuary in the
summer and autumn. Although Watson et al. saw no marked dif
ferences in the movements of males and females, their data were
somewhat equivocal on this point, and they suggested that differ
ential movement of the sexes was possible. Munro and Therriault

(1983) suggested that the reason for males returning earlier than
the females was to take advantage of the wanner temperatures of
the estuarine sites for molting. Indeed, they found that all males
<75 mm CL molted twice each year.

It has also been suggested that there are seasonal differences in
the catchability of males and females, that these differences are
caused by the two sexes molting at different times, and that dif
ferential catchability results in seasonally changing sex ratios
(Tremblay and Eagles 1997). In the Great Bay Estuary, however,
we saw no evidence that males and females molted at different
times or in different locations (Howell and Watson unpubl. data).
We conclude from this that there is no difference between the
sexes in location and temperature of molting. Thus, although our
skewed sex ratios may indeed be related to temperature-mediated
differences in movement between the sexes, it seems unlikely that
it is strongly correlated with molting, as suggested by Munro and
Therriault (1983) and Tremblay and Eagles (1997).

A number of laboratory and field studies have documented that
salinity can also effect the temporal and spatial distribution of
lobsters. Lobsters are considered to be poor osmoregulators (Dall
1970). and several previous field studies have shown that lobsters
use behavioral mechanisms to avoid low salinities (Munro and
Therriault 1983. Reynolds and Casterlin 1985. Maynard 1991. Jury
et al. 1995). In a recent laboratory investigation Jury et al. ( 1994a)
measured hemolymph osmolarity. oxygen consumption, heart rate
and ventilation rate of lobsters under salinity regimes similar to

those found in the Great Bay Estuary under spring runoff condi
tions. They found that exposure to decreasing salinity (from 20 to
10 ppt) caused an increase in oxygen consumption, heart, and
scaphognathite rate. At the lowest salinity (10 ppt). females re
quired more energy than males to maintain the same hemolymph
osmolarity. Females also recovered more slowly than males as
salinities were subsequently increased. This study has been con
firmed by Houchens (1996). and extended to show that female
lobsters suffer significantly more mortality than males when held
at 5-10 ppt. For this reason, upper estuarine locations where sa
linities are the lowest, particularly in the spring, probably represent
a stressful and potentially lethal environment for females. In a
second set of experiments. Jury et al. (1994b) measured the be
havioral response of lobsters to reductions in salinity. When given
a choice of salinity, females were more selective in their prefer
ence for higher salinity, and females found low salinities more
aversive than did males. Results from these studies indicate that
lobsters respond to changes in salinity, that male and female lob
sters differ in their physiological and behavioral responses, so that
males find low salinity less aversive and less stressful. It is likely
that these differences partially explain the observed skewed sex
ratios found in this study. In general, we found an inverse rela
tionship between lobster sex ratio and salinity. Physiological and
behavioral differences in the way each sex responds to salinity
could also explain the seasonal trends in sex ratio that we ob
served. The number of males per female was highest in the spring
in the upper estuary, when salinities were lowest, and then de
clined over summer as salinities increased. We believe that the
observed reduction in sex ratio was caused by the arrival of more

females as salinity increased in these areas.

Aside from the physiological and/or behavioral reasons already
discussed, it is possible that the observed spatial pattern in sex ratio
may also relate to the reproductive biology of lobsters. Because
lobster embryos and larvae are quite vulnerable to low (<14 ppt)
salinity (Scaratt and Raine 1967, Charmantier et al. 1998. Forward
1989). relatively low salinity environments, such as those in the
upper estuary, may be suboptimal for reproduction. Unpublished
data on the distribution of ovigerous females in this study support
this view (Howell and Watson). We cauaht and examined 8.153
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female lobsters as part of this study, and 168 of these (2.06%) were
ovigerous. Of these 168. only 43 were caught in the estuarine and
riverine sites, and the remaining 125 were from the Coast and
Shoals. The low incidence of ovigerous females in the estuary is
similar to the situation reported for blue crabs in the upper Chesa
peake Bay by Hines et al. (1487). and it is likely that ovigerous
females avoid the low salinity conditions of the estuary, because
salinity is generally too low for larval survival. Note, however, that
Munro and Therriault ( 1983) found a higher percentage of oviger
ous females (13-16%) in estuaries than they did at the coast (7%).

The difference between their study and ours may have resulted
from the fact that our upper estuarine salinities are typically as low
as 10-15 ppt in any given year; whereas the lowest reported by
Munro and Therriault was 22 ppt.

We also found that sex ratio was more skewed in larger size
classes (>80 mm CL) in all of our estuarine and riverine locations.
Changes in American lobster sex ratio with size class have also
been noted by Karnofsky et al. (1989). They found that females
dominated the 50-59 mm CL size class, but that males were more
numerous than females in size classes >60 mm CL. As a result,
males were not only more common, they were also larger. We
believe that the observed changes in sex ratio with size class are
related to changes in mobility with size. Wahle and Steneck ( 1992)
suggested that small lobsters (<=60 mm CL) are dependent on
their shelters to avoid predation. but that this vulnerability is even
tually outgrown, and lobsters >=60 mm CL are able to move about
more freely, because they are virtually immune to predation. Once
this release has occurred, mobility generally increases as lobsters
continue to increase in size (Campbell and Stasko 1986, Campbell
1989). The fact that both mobility and skewness in sex ratio in
crease with size class indicates that changes in sex ratio with size
may result from differential movement of the sexes. When small,
both sexes move little, and sex ratio is approximately 1:1. As size
(and mobility) increase, males, which are more tolerant of low
salinity than females, may travel further up the estuary, especially
in the spring, resulting in the predominance of males in the larger

size classes in this location at this time. Studies are currently
underway to determine if the aforementioned differences in the
behavior of male and female lobsters exist, even in the smaller size
classes, or if they manifest themselves only as they reach sexual
maturity. If the latter situation is true, it supports the view that the
strongest influence on female migratory behavior in the estuary is
related to reproduction and the seeking of appropriate habitats for
hatching of larvae. In the Great Bay Estuary, ovary dissections
indicate that approximately 50% of females have reached sexual
maturity of 80 mm CL (Howell and Watson unpl. data), and it is
in size classes greater than this that we observe the most skewed
sex ratios.

In summary, we believe that the skewed sex ratio patterns we
observed in this study resulted from differential movement of the
sexes: probably in response to salinity and temperature cues. Both
sexes tend to move down the estuary in the summer and autumn.
Males, which are more tolerant of low salinity and warmer tem
peratures, return to upper estuarine areas earlier than females in the
spring, which accounts for the elevated sex ratio seen in these
locations. Although some females move up the estuary as salinity
rises, thereby making the sex ratio more nearly equal, more fe
males than males remain in the lower estuary, because they are less
tolerant of low salinity and warmer temperatures, and/or because it
is a more favorable (higher salinity) location to release their larvae.
The fact that sex ratio is most skewed among the largest size
classes, which are also the most mobile, supports our contention
that skewed sex ratio in our study site results from differential
movement of the sexes.
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